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Expansion of deciduous tall shrubs but not evergreen dwarf shrubs inhibited by reindeer in Scandes mountain range
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Contrasting impacts of reindeer grazing in two tundra grasslands
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Figure 3. Mean percent cover (±SE) of each functional type at the two study sites, ambient plots in yellow and exclosures in green. + denotes significant time effects and * significant treatment effects from pairwise t-tests with tukey adjustments. + $P = 0.1 - 0.05$, ++ $P = 0.05 - 0.01$, +++ $P < 0.01$. * $P = 0.1 - 0.05$. Means are based on three plots per treatment everywhere except for the low herb meadow in 2012, where means are based on three plots for exclosures but only two for ambient plots.
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Figure 5. Results from shrub layer inventories of Betula nana and Salix spp. shrubs >30 cm at the low herb meadow, showing means (±SE) of (a) number of shrubs, (b) mean height, (c) tallest height and (d) area cover in plot (n = 3). Stars denote significant treatment effects. * P = 0.1 – 0.05, ** P = 0.05 – 0.01, *** P < 0.01. Note that missing error bars mean that there was only one shrub above 30 cm, so no standard error could be calculated.
Low evergreen shrubs had increased dramatically in the majority of vegetation types studied and were either unaffected or positively influenced by grazing.

Tall deciduous shrubs too had increased, but to a lesser extent, and were negatively affected by grazing.
The conceptual view on shrub expansion
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The increase of evergreen shrubs across the Arctic has been largely neglected in the shrubification literature.
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Plot-scale evidence of tundra vegetation change and links to recent summer warming
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Total shrub expands in sites that are already relatively warm.
Response dependent on the climate zone, the moisture regime and the presence of permafrost.
Deciduous vs evergreen shrubs in the Arctic
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